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Abstract

Summarisation of reviews aims at compress-
ing opinions expressed in multiple review doc-
uments into a concise form while still cover-
ing the key opinions. Despite the advancement
in summarisation models, evaluation metrics
for opinionated text summaries lag behind and
still rely on lexical-matching metrics such as
ROUGE. In this paper, we propose using the
question-answering(QA) approach to evaluate
summaries of opinions in reviews. We pro-
pose to identify opinion-bearing text spans in
the reference summary to generate QA pairs
so as to capture salient opinions. A QA
model is then employed to probe the candidate
summary to evaluate information overlap be-
tween the candidate and reference summaries.
We show that our metric RunQA, Review
Summary Evaluation via Question Answering,
correlates well with human judgments in terms
of coverage and focus of information.

1 Introduction

Opinion summarisation takes input documents like
online reviews or social media posts where users
express their opinions on topics and condense them
into a single piece of text. The summary should
reflect the core opinions expressed in the source
documents. Recent studies in opinion summari-
sation have shown an advancement moving from
extractive (Meng et al., 2012; Ku et al., 2006; i.a),
i.e. copying sections from the original reviews to
produce a summary, to abstractive (Chu and Liu,
2019; Bražinskas et al., 2020a; Bražinskas et al.,
2020b; i.a), i.e. generating new phrases that reflect
the information covered in the original text.

Despite the advancement in summarisation mod-
els, evaluation metrics for opinionated text sum-
maries lag behind. For evaluation of review sum-
maries, traditional token-matching ROUGE (Lin,
2004) is still widely used, supplemented with hu-

man evaluation on the relative ranking of system-
generated summaries in terms of quality dimen-
sions such as Fluency, Coherence, Non-redundancy,
Informativeness, and Sentiment (Chu and Liu,
2019; Bražinskas et al., 2020a; Bražinskas et al.,
2020b). It is well understood that ROUGE cannot
capture the same meaning expressed in different
token sequences.

Neural model-based metrics have been proposed
for general text summarisation evaluation. Espe-
cially QAEval (Deutsch et al., 2021) has been pro-
posed for evaluating the information quality of ab-
stractive summaries with respect to the reference
summaries. A key step for the success of QAEval
for summarisation evaluation is extracting answers
and generating questions covering a significant
amount of important Summarisation Content Units
(SCUs). Generally, noun phrases(NP) and named
entities(NER) are used to generate question-answer
pairs in QA models (Durmus et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2020; Deutsch et al., 2021), but their appli-
cability for review summary evaluation is yet to be
examined.

In this paper, we propose to evaluate review sum-
maries with question answering (QA) based on
neural models, with a focus on evaluating the in-
formation quality of review summaries. Modern
abstractive summarisation systems can generate
sentences of high linguistic quality – grammati-
cally correct, easy to read and understand– but it is
more important to evaluate the information quality
of summaries. Specifically system summaries of
high quality information should express opinions
consistent with those in the reference summary.

We propose to evaluate the information quality
of review summaries, in terms of coverage(recall)
and focus(precision) (Koto et al., 2020), where cov-
erage is the amount (proportion) of salient infor-
mation of the reference summary that the system
summary contains, and focus is the amount (propor-



tion) of salient information in the system summary.
To improve the QA framework for more effective
review summary evaluation, we propose to identify
opinion-bearing text spans to generate QA pairs
rather than relying on NPs and NERs. In addition
to the evaluation of the information quality of sum-
maries, we further propose evaluating the robust-
ness of evaluation metrics for ranking summaries
through an adversarial task.

Our evaluation metric RunQA, namely Review
Summaries Evaluation via Question Answering,
was evaluated against QAEval and other met-
rics on an Amazon review summarisation
dataset (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) We found that
RunQA significantly outperforms QAEval and
other metrics for evaluating the information qual-
ity of summaries, especially in terms of precision.
We also found that RunQA is the most robust for
ranking summaries.

2 Related Work

We first discuss automatic metrics for general text
summarisation evaluation and then especially dis-
cuss the QA-based metrics.

2.1 Evaluation Metrics for Text
Summarisation

Automatic metrics for summarisation evaluation
can be broadly divided into three groups – tradi-
tional token matching-based metrics, embedding-
based metrics and model-based metrics.
Token matching-based metrics: When evalu-
ating the performance of a summarisation sys-
tem, researchers introduced metrics by compar-
ing n-gram token matching such as ROUGE (Lin,
2004), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ME-
TEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) over a decade
ago. Owing to simplicity and ease of use, ROUGE
is one of the most widely used automatic metrics.
It is designed to capture the similarity between text
sequences based on lexical overlaps.
Embedding-based metrics: The significant im-
provement in the summarisation domain moving
from extractive to abstractive makes using lexi-
cal overlap metrics for evaluation inadequate. In
abstractive summarisation, the summary does not
necessarily use the exact word when contextual
embeddings like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) are used. ROUGE be-
comes less suitable in this setting, as it performs a
surface-level comparison between texts, and it fails

to compare words that express the same meaning
expressed in different forms.

To overcome the problem of exact word match-
ing, researchers introduced metrics using contex-
tual embeddings, such as BERTScore (Zhang et al.,
2019) and MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019). Both of
these metrics have proven to better correlate with
human judgments than ROUGE.

Although the embedding-based metrics over-
come problems with exact word matching, they
are still comparing two pieces of text by capturing
context similarity, but not evaluating whether they
express the same information (Deutsch and Roth,
2020).

ROUGE is still the most widely used and the
default metric for evaluating opinion summarisa-
tion. In recent opinion summarisation papers (Chu
and Liu, 2019; Bražinskas et al., 2020a; Bražinskas
et al., 2020b), the ROUGE family is still the only
automatic metric used for evaluating their systems.

Researchers have shown ROUGE is weakly cor-
related with human judgments (Novikova et al.,
2017), and it is not suitable to be used for opinion
summarisation evaluation (Tay et al., 2019) or ab-
stractive summarisation (Ng and Abrecht, 2015).
It is calculated based on token overlap rather than
looking at whether summaries express the same
opinion. This makes ROUGE not an ideal metric
for evaluating opinionated text summaries.

Both the token overlap-based and embedding-
based metrics have the drawback of weakly penal-
ising information or opinion inconsistency (Tay,
2019). For example, for documents expressing op-
posite opinions like ‘I like sushi’ and ‘I hate sushi’.
ROUGE will penalise it weakly by putting equal
weight on each token. Whereas embedding-based
metrics will treat ‘like’ and ‘hate’ similarly because
of the similar context.

Model-based metrics: Recent studies have intro-
duced different model-based metrics. For example,
SUPERT (Gao et al., 2020) and LS-Score (Wu
et al., 2020) target to evaluate text summarisation
without references. SUPERT achieved this by gen-
erating pseudo references using the top sentences in
the source documents, and LS-Score by generating
different negative samples and applying unsuper-
vised contrastive learning to learn the metric.

Model-based metrics include QA-based metrics.
Following that, we go into metrics based on QA
models in further depth.



2.2 QA-based Metrics

There are two types of QA-based metrics target-
ing evaluation in different dimensions. One type
is reference-free models such as FEQA (Durmus
et al., 2020) and QAGS (Wang et al., 2020), where
questions are generated using the candidate sum-
mary, and asked against the source document to
measure the faithfulness of the candidate summary.
The other type is reference-based models such as
QAEval (Deutsch et al., 2021), where questions are
generated using a reference summary and asked
against the candidate summary to evaluate content
and information overlap between the summaries.

QAEval is proven to generate question-answer
pairs that cover a significant amount of informa-
tion expressed in summaries. It also correlates well
with human judgments when used as a reference-
based metric. Our work builds on QAEval for opin-
ion summarisation evaluation. The original QAE-
val model generates questions by extracting noun
phrases only. In this work, we use a different an-
swer selection strategy to capture and evaluate the
information and opinions expressed in summaries.

3 RunQA: Review Summary Evaluation
via Question Answering
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Figure 1: The RunQA model architecture. The answer
selection strategy changed from noun phrases(NP) only
to the combination of adjectives, adverbs, verbs with
their subject child and object child and NP.

The overall architecture of the RunQA model
is shown in Figure 1. Like the original model, it
consists of a question generation model using a
pre-trained BART language model (Lewis et al.,
2020) and fine-tuned on QA data provided by Dem-
szky et al. (2018). QAEval uses a pre-trained
ELECTRA-Large language model (Clark et al.,

2020) and fine-tuned it on the SQuAD 2.0 (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2018) dataset for question answering.

RunQA has several key differences from QAE-
val (Deutsch et al., 2021). We modified the an-
swer selection strategy to make it better suited for
opinion summarisation evaluation. We also use
different variants of answer verification strategies.

3.1 Answer Selection
In general text summarisation, the datasets used
are mostly articles from the news domain, like
CNN/DailyMail (Nallapati et al., 2016) and News-
room (Grusky et al., 2018). Where these arti-
cles contain a significant number of named enti-
ties(NER) and noun phrases(NP). Different from
general text summarisation datasets where the in-
formation is contributed heavily by NERs and NPs.
For opinion summarisation, there is a limited num-
ber of NERs and NPs in reviews. This suggests
using NPs alone may not be sufficient to capture
opinionated information.

Deutsch and Roth (2020) showed that in addition
to the NP, information is expressed in the combi-
nation of the verb and its subject child (NSUBJ)
and object child (DOBJ). Subrahmanian and Re-
forgiato (2008) suggested that opinions can also
be captured by the combination of adjectives with
verbs and adverbs. Our answer selection strategy
therefore includes opinion-bearing text spans – ad-
jectives, adverbs, and verbs with their object child
and subject child, in addition to NPs. Our experi-
ments evaluating (Section 5) the quality of answers
showed that our answer selection strategy can ef-
fectively capture the Summarisation Content Units
(SCUs) (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) in ref-
erence summaries. Our further evaluation of the
QA pairs shows that the generated QA pairs are
of high quality, covering a significant amount of
information expressed in SCUs.

3.2 Answer Verification
Previous QA methods (Durmus et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2020; Deutsch et al., 2021) reported the short-
coming of using the F1 score for answer verifica-
tion. F1 score is calculated by using an exact match-
ing of tokens between the answer spans. It works
well in an extractive setting but not necessarily in
an abstractive scenario. It has the risk of incorrectly
penalising a correct answer due to token mismatch.

To overcome the shortcoming of using the F1

score for answer verification. We propose to lever-
age LERC (Chen et al., 2020) to verify answers. It



is a learned evaluation metric for reading compre-
hension to verify the correctness of answers. It was
shown to better correlate with human judgements
for answer verification by using a more flexible way
to evaluate answers. It is achieved by not only com-
paring the answer spans when generating a score,
but also the provided summary and the question.

4 Dataset and Baselines

We conducted experiments to evaluate the QA
model and benchmark RunQA against QAEval and
other metrics. The dataset we use in our experi-
ments is from Bražinskas et al. (2020b). It was
obtained from Amazon product reviews, where 60
products from 4 different categories (15 for each
category) were randomly selected. For each prod-
uct there are 8 source reviews, 1 system generated
summary using the Copycat model (Bražinskas
et al., 2020b), and 3 reference summaries obtained
from Amazon Mechanical Turk 1.

The summary of the dataset is in Table 1. The
average number of sentences and words in the ref-
erence summaries and reviews is similar. This is
because the annotators were instructed to generate
summaries of a similar length as the reviews. The
candidate summaries have a relatively smaller num-
ber of words and sentences generated compared to
them.

Document Avg. No.
Words

Avg. No.
Sents

Reviews 49.58 3.74
Candidates 34.02 3.13
References 54.54 4.07

Table 1: Statistics of the Amazon review dataset.

Baseline metrics include the lexical overlap-
based ROUGE family of metrics (Lin, 2004),
embedding-based metrics BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2019) and MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019),
as well as the QA model-based metric QAE-
val (Deutsch et al., 2021).

5 Evaluation of the QA Model

We conducted experiments to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our answer selection strategy and the
quality of the generated question-answer pairs. To
ensure product diversity, we randomly selected two
products from each product category. One of the

1https://www.mturk.com/.

authors manually annotated the SCUs using the
reference summaries following the guidelines and
using the annotation tool provided by the Pyramid
method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) 2.
Token categories in SCUs: The same author ap-
plied spaCy3 to tag tokens in each SCU as cate-
gories (e.g. Noun, Verb), and check whether the
token is part of a noun phrase(NP). This step aims
to examine whether tokens that express informa-
tion can be successfully captured using NPs only.
We put words that do not express information into
a separate category and excluded them from our
analysis.

Figure 2: Nouns are a great contributor to NP. There are
a significant number of verbs, adverbs, and adjectives
presented in the SCUs but not captured by NPs. The
number of NSUBJs and DOBJs is not significant due
to the structure of SCUs. A limited number of NER
suggest that using NP together with NER is not suffi-
cient for review summaries evaluation.

The final result can be found in Figure 2. Not
surprisingly, nouns are a great contributor to NPs.
Note that there are a significant number of verbs,
adverbs, and adjectives presented in the SCUs but
not in the NPs. However, since an SCU is similar
to a clause but not a full sentence, it is common for
an SCU to not contain the subject child (NSUBJ) or
the object child (DOBJ) of a verb. The very limited
number of proper nouns (NERs) suggests that they
do not capture significant information in review
summaries. Figure 2 clearly shows that NPs alone
cannot capture information in summaries and jus-
tifies our proposed approach of selecting answers

2http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/˜ani/
DUC2005/AnnotationGuide.htm.

3https://spacy.io/.

https://www.mturk.com/
http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/~ani/DUC2005/AnnotationGuide.htm
http://www1.cs.columbia.edu/~ani/DUC2005/AnnotationGuide.htm
https://spacy.io/


based on adjectives, adverbs, and verbs with their
subject and objective children as well.
Quality of Generated Question-Answer Pairs:
A boxplot of the number of question-answer pairs
generated using different answer selection strate-
gies can be found in Figure 3. It is not surpris-
ing that our answer selection strategy generates
the largest number of QA pairs since we select
text spans based on more diverse categories, while
using other selection strategies alone generates a
limited number of QA pairs. The number of QA
pairs generated using NPs only is rather limited,
and NERs with NPs do not generate more either,
which again suggests that there is a limited number
of NERs in review summaries.
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Figure 3: The number of QA pairs generated using
different answer selection strategies. Abbreviations:
“np” for “noun phrase”, “ner np” for “NER and noun
phrase”, “v n d” for “verb with object and subject
child”, “a a v n d” for “adjective, adverb, verb with
object and subject child”, and “a a v n d np” for “ad-
jective, adverb, verb with object and subject child, and
noun phrase”.

We further evaluated the quality of the generated
question-answer pairs. A total of 715 QA pairs
were generated for the 8 products in 4 categories.
Similar to Deutsch et al. (2021) we calculate the
SCU coverage and precision for the QA pairs. QA
precision captures the amount of information ex-
pressed in the QA pairs that are also in the SCUs.
SCU coverage measures the amount of information
captured by the SCUs that can also be found in the
QA pairs. The results can be found in Table 2. By
adopting our answer selection strategy, a signifi-
cant amount of the information expressed by the
SCUs is captured by the generated QA pairs, with
95% coverage and 82% precision. The drop in QA
precision is not surprising since we are generating
questions more diversely, including information in

addition to SCUs.

Strategy QA Precision SCUs Coverage
NP 88% 92%
Ours 82% 95%

Table 2: QA precision and SCU coverage by the gen-
erated QA pairs for 8 products in 4 categories. Our
selection strategy generates QA pairs that have high in-
formation overlap with the SCUs.

In summary, we further investigated the quality
of the question-answer pairs generated using our
proposed strategy. We show that it generates QA
pairs that are high quality by covering a significant
amount of information expressed in SCUs.

Example questions and answers generated by
RunQA can be found in Table 3. In the first ex-
ample, the first two questions are generated based
on NPs. The third question is generated using an
adjective. In the first example, the reference answer
and the candidate answer do not match for the first
two questions, while they match for the third ques-
tion, which indicates that some information of the
reference summary is not captured in the candidate
summary.

6 Experiments for Summary
Information Quality

Introduced by Koto et al. (2020), coverage and
focus are metrics designed to evaluate informa-
tion in summaries. Coverage(recall) measures the
amount of key information expressed in the refer-
ence summary that is also captured by the candidate
summary. Focus(precision) measures the amount
of primary information expressed in the candidate
summary that is also true in the reference summary.
To compute coverage and focus, we need to gather
gold-standard scores by recruiting human annota-
tors. Then calculate the correlation between the
human annotations and the scores generated by the
metrics.

We followed Koto et al. (2020) and Graham et al.
(2017), and used the customised Direct Assessment
method to collect human scoring annotations using
the Amazon Mechanical Turk. The annotation in-
terface is shown in Figure 4. To control possible
bias in annotation, each HIT contained a balanced
number of annotations for both coverage and focus
using different products (30 different products). On
top of the 30 required annotations, each HIT also
contained 6 quality control questions. Where 3 are



Reference Summary: This purse is well-designed in terms of appearance, but not in terms of usability
and reliability. It is smaller than advertised...
Candidate Summary: I love this purse! It is a bit smaller than I thought it would be, but I love it! It’s
a perfect size for me.
Question 1: This purse is well-designed in terms of what?
Reference Answer: appearance Candidate Answer: perfect size
Question 2: This purse is well-designed in terms of appearance, but not in terms of what else?
Reference Answer: usability Candidate Answer: NA
Question 3: How big is it than advertised?
Reference Answer: smaller Candidate Answer: smaller
Reference Summary: This camera bag, constructed as a backpack with padded straps and back is
functional and comfortable to wear as well... It is well designed and made of durable materials. . .
Candidate Summary: This is the best backpack I have ever owned. It’s very comfortable and holds a
lot of stuff...
Question 1: What is this camera bag constructed as with padded straps and back?
Reference Answer: a backpack Candidate Answer: backpack
Question 2: This camera bag, constructed as a backpack with what type of straps and back is functional
and comfortable to wear as well?
Reference Answer: padded Candidate Answer: backpack
Question 3: What type of material is it well designed and made of?
Reference Answer: durable Candidate Answer: NA

Table 3: Example question and answer pairs generated by RunQA.

exact match summaries that should score 100, and
3 are from random product pair summaries that
should score 0.

HITs were restricted to workers from English-
speaking countries, with over 10,000 approved
HITs and a 98% approval rate. We first collected
more than required, then filtered out annotations
that failed the quality control tests. It leaves us with
an uneven number of annotations per HIT (ranging
between 3 and 7). For quality control, we imple-
mented several tests. First, work is only considered
if a worker passed 4 of the quality control questions.
On top of the distractor questions in each HIT, we
further examine workers’ time spent on the task
and its variation of scores similar to Graham et al.
(2017). If the amount of time spent or the variation
between the scores is suspiciously low, we disre-
gard all of the worker’s annotations. Lastly, the
annotations are removed for workers with a Pear-
son Correlation to other workers(agreement score)
of less than 0.2.

After quality control, a mean Pearson Correla-
tion of 0.41 is achieved, with a reasonable aver-
age time spent (16.35 minutes) and a quality score
(94.74%). Like Koto et al. (2020) and Graham et al.
(2017), for annotations pass quality controls we
standardise the annotation scores to a z-score of

each worker before averaging. This helps remove
personal bias introduced by different annotators.
Then take an average among workers who com-
pleted the same HIT and use the score as the final
score for that HIT. We collected both the coverage
and focus scores for 180 (60 × 3) summary pairs.

We use various automatic metrics to generate
scores for the candidate summaries based on the
reference summaries, and then calculate their cor-
relation with human annotations. Each product has
3 reference summaries, we average both the human
and metric scores to one final score for each prod-
uct. The original BERTScore suggested when com-
paring against multiple references, the maximum
score should be used as the final score. We calcu-
lated both the maximum and average BERTScore
and found that the average score better correlates
with human judgements. Therefore, we use average
BERTScore instead of maximum in this paper.

We present the Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall
correlations between human annotations for cov-
erage and focus, with various metrics. Results are
shown in Tables 4 and 5, all results are significant
with p-value <0.01.

The token overlap-based metrics have the weak-
est correlation with human judgements in both cov-
erage and focus. Context embedding-based met-



Figure 4: The interface for annotators on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform.

Metric r ρ τ

ROUGE-1 0.479 0.472 0.310
ROUGE-2 0.413 0.387 0.265
ROUGE-L 0.439 0.403 0.266
MoverScore 0.535 0.471 0.334
BERTScore 0.599 0.549 0.398
QAEval 0.409 0.416 0.290
RunQA (F1) 0.460 0.484 0.344
RunQA (LERC) 0.597 0.575 0.400

Table 4: Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation
coefficients of metrics (Coverage)

Metric r ρ τ

ROUGE-1 0.496 0.494 0.339
ROUGE-2 0.525 0.543 0.374
ROUGE-L 0.436 0.388 0.254
MoverScore 0.609 0.597 0.432
BERTScore 0.651 0.645 0.470
QAEval 0.555 0.555 0.409
RunQA (F1) 0.551 0.654 0.475
RunQA (LERC) 0.714 0.712 0.542

Table 5: Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation
coefficients for metrics (Focus)

rics show a stronger correlation, especially with
BERTScore. Using F1 to evaluate answers in the
QA-based models has a similar performance as the
ROUGE family, where we suspect this may be due
to the exact match of answers with no consider-
ation of the questions or summaries. Compared
with QAEval, correlation improves significantly
for RunQA when the answer selection strategy
changes to our proposed strategy. RunQA (LERC)
has the strongest correlation with human judge-
ments, performs on-par with BERTScore in cover-
age, and shows the strongest performance in focus.

We further calculated the Pearson correlation for
the metrics. The correlation heatmap is shown in

Figure 5: Pearson correlation between metrics.

Figure 5. Similar to Eyal et al. (2019) and Deutsch
et al. (2021), we observe that the ROUGE family
correlates well with its variants. MoverScore and
BERTScore are highly correlated with each other,
this is not surprising since BERTScore is a special
form of MoverScore. They also have a moderate
correlation with the ROUGE variants. Whereas
the QA variants have a weak correlation with the
ROUGE family. This result suggests that RunQA
and QAEval are more likely to evaluate the infor-
mation expressed in summaries, which is distinct
from the lexical overlap in the ROUGE family.

7 Experiments for Ranking Summaries

One of the fundamental requirements for a sum-
marisation metric is to rank summaries and com-
pare the performance of summarisation systems.
To simulate the scenario of system summaries
with varying quality, we designed a task for rank-
ing summaries generated using the Copycat sys-
tem (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) and summaries gen-



Metric Accuracy(%)
ROUGE-1 68.33
ROUGE-2 52.78
ROUGE-L 63.89
BERTScore 54.44
MoverScore 80.56
QAEval 77.78
RunQA (F1) 82.22
RunQA (LERC) 91.67

Table 6: The percentage of each metric that success-
fully assigns a higher score for the ground-truth sum-
mary(human system).

erated by human annotators. We then apply the
metrics to calculate the metric scores for human
and system summaries. The accuracy that a metric
correctly gives human summaries a score higher
than that for the Copycat system indicates the reli-
ability of the metric for comparing the human (as
an ideal system) and the Copycat system.

Generally, human-generated summaries are of
high quality. It is shown in Bražinskas et al. (2020b)
that while human ground truth has a relatively close
score in fluency compared against the Copycat
model, it outperforms all other models significantly
in all other dimensions, including Opinion Consen-
sus (measuring whether the summary reflects the
common opinions expressed in reviews). There-
fore, we would expect the human summary to have
better overall quality and should receive a higher
score than the system summary.

Previous work (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004)
suggests that individuals tend to both write and
pick up information in different ways. For a fair
comparison, we compare the summary against dif-
ferent references using each metric. Then pick the
higher score because it means the two summaries
are closer in terms of information agreement. The
same reference is then used in the comparison with
the system summary.

We compare the scores generated using differ-
ent metrics for the human and the Copycat sys-
tem (Bražinskas et al., 2020b), and count the num-
ber of times the human system receives a higher
score. Accuracy is calculated by dividing the count
by the total number of references (180). The metric
with higher accuracy for rating a human summary
over a system summary is deemed to be more re-
liable with a better ability to distinguish between
better summaries.

The result is presented in Table 6, BERTScore
performs as poorly as the ROUGE family with only
54.44% of correct rankings. RunQA (LERC) per-
forms the best to rank systems, and can distinguish
the better quality human summary from the system-
generated summary over 90% of the time. We
suspect this is because RunQA ranks summaries
based on answerable questions hence evaluating
the information quality. The embedding-based met-
rics examine distance between tokens. If the layout
of the summaries is similar but express opposite
opinions, scores will be similar, which makes it
hard to rank summaries based on information qual-
ity. As discussed in (Tay et al., 2019), ROUGE is
not sensitive to opinion mismatch, which explains
its poor performance.

8 Limitations

While our study has shown that RunQA is a bet-
ter metric for opinion summarisation evaluation.
There are some limitations with our research. First,
we did the experiments using only one summari-
sation system. It would be more assuring if we
explored other summarisation models.

The dataset (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) in our
experiments is the only publicly available dataset
with a significant number of products and multiple
ground-truth summaries. The dataset is from the
product review domain and is not representative
of the other domains, such as restaurant or movie
reviews. Using multiple datasets and summarisa-
tion models would give a better picture in terms of
human correlation in different domains.

9 Conclusion

We proposed RunQA, which uses the Question-
Answering model to evaluate review summarisa-
tion. We proposed to identify answers based on
opinion-bearing token categories to generate QA
pairs. Experiments on a public Amazon review
summary dataset show that RunQA correlates well
with human judgements for evaluating the amount
of salient opinion captured in the candidate sum-
mary against the reference summary. RunQA is
also more reliable than existing metrics in the liter-
ature for ranking summaries.

RunQA has shown high potential when used
for opinion summarisation evaluation for opinion
quality. Our future work will explore applying
RunQA for review summarisation evaluation in
other domains.
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